Announcement

Distinguish: - Minister of Natural Resource and Environment  
- Minister of Agriculture and Forestry  
- Minister of Industry and Commerce  
- Minister of Foreign Affairs  
- Governor of Xayabouly Province

Subject: Dubie’s zoo of United Arab Emirate want to rent Elephants from Lao PDR.

- Referred to Ministry of Foreign Affair report NO 001132/MoFA, dated 28 February 2017
- Referred to Prime minister’s agreement and suggestion, dated 23 March 2017.

Prime Minister Office would like to inform Prime minister’s suggestion to you like these:

1. Disagree to buy-sell and send 16 elephants to DUbie, United Arab Emirate, because it’s contrary to law of Lao PDR.
2. to Ministry of Foreign Affairs should send the official letter to governor of DUbie, United Arab Emirate to inform that Lao government disagree to send elephants
3. to Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry and governor of Xayabouly Province should discuss for establishing the project to help community (owner of elephants) to ensure ability to generate revenue for fund raising elephants and important to ensure propagation of elephants to sustainability.

Minister, Head of Prime Minister Office
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